
FARM STOCK CLASS RULES

STOCK CLASSES: 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5500, 6500, 7500

RULES:

1. Straight pipes are allowed.

2. Tractors must have working stock air cleaner in factory position. No dry element unless originally 
equipped.

3. Tractors must have stock carburetors.

4. Tractors must pull from an unaltered factory drawbar not to exceed 18” in height or no closer 
than 18” to the center of the rear axle. Tractors will pull from a 3” fastener by minimum ¾” pin or 
fixed pulling eye of 3”. M and H IH, old WC AC tractors can pull from the yolk or loop.

5. There is a 3.5 mph speed limit. No changing of gears or using torque amplifiers will be allowed.

6. Tractors will be allowed wheel weights or suitcase weights.

7. Tractors will run at stock engine speeds (RPM). Adjusting the governor between stock and 
improved classes will not be allowed. RPMs will be checked on full throttle.

8. Tractors will be allowed two sizes over on tires on standard rim diameter. No cut tires.

9. 12 x? 13.6 x? And 15.5 x? will be considered the same size tires. Radials are allowed.

10. Tractors may not pull in stock and improved classes unless pull chairman approves. Stock 
tractors are to pull in stock classes only.

11. Front-end loaders or belly mowers can be on the tractor.

12. Tractors must have stock engine components or replacement for that model according to OEM.

13. If contested, you must hook to the dyno upon protest for tech inspection or forfeit your classes. 
Tractor must be within 10% of stock horsepower for that model.

14. A working PTO is not required to be on your tractor but must be available to put on to tech your 
tractor if protested, otherwise you will be disqualified for that day.

15. ALL OTHER OLD TIME TRACTOR PULLERS GENERAL SAFETY RULES APPLY!
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